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The main problem of visual query languages for geo-
graphical data concerns query ambiguity. A query can
have different visual representations, which in turn can
have different interpretations.
Increasing the number of query objects increases its
ambiguity. This derives from the fact that a query can
lead to multiple interpretations for both the system and
user. The user’s actions may not represent his intentions,
leading the system to an incorrect interpretation. So the
user cannot express his exact query and different queries
must thus be formulated to achieve his goals.
This paper proposes an approach that allows the user to
represent only desired constraints and avoid undesired
constraints in visual query representation.
Keywords: query language, GIS, ambiguity.
1. Introduction
In visual query languages, a query can lead to
multiple interpretations for the system and user.
One of the main reasons is that a unique work-
ing space is often used to represent and express
different kinds of information. Another is due
to the different approaches of the user in formu-
lating his query and the system in its analysis.
To date, two main approaches have been de-
veloped in designing visual query languages:
in the first, the user draws his query directly
on the screen, using the blackboard metaphor.
Examples of this approach are Sketch  1 and
Spatial-Query-By-Sketch  2. The user is free
to draw shapes or symbols on the screen by hand
to express an operator or an object.
In the second approach, the user uses commands
such as buttons to display metaphorical patterns
icons or symbols in a command user inter-
face. Important examples of this approach are
the Cigales language  3, 4 and the Lvis lan-
guage  5, 6.
Cigales allows the user to draw a query. It is
based on expressing a query by drawing the pat-
tern corresponding to the user’s desired result.
Graphical forms and icons that conceptualize
the operators are predefined.
Lvis is an extension of Cigales. The most rele-
vant difference is its definition of new operators,
because it considers both spatial and tempo-
ral properties of the objects forming the query.
Here too, the main limitation is different inter-
pretations of the samequery, that is, the system’s
inability to provide a unique intepretation of a
given visual query. The more query objects, the
higher the ambiguity.
In  7 the authors confront this problem in visual
GIS query languages and propose a taxonomy
based on user actions and system materializa-
tion the different images it can materialize, to
distinguish ambiguities in visual GIS query lan-
guages and ways to resolve them, and a model
to solve a particular case of ambiguity. The
proposed system, an enlargement of Lvis, es-
tablishes a dialog with the user and whenever
an ambiguity occurs, it shows all available con-
figurations and requests a choice. The author
concludes that the strategy to avoid ambiguities
in most visual geographic query languages is
to define not fully visual, but hybrid languages,
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including a textual part and offering a grammar
with low expressive power.
In Section 2 of this paper we give a brief
overviewof ambiguity in visual query languages
for geographical data. In Section 3 we pro-
pose the Geographical Pictorial Query Lan-
guage GeoPQL and discuss its algebra in a
geographical data context. In Section 4 we see
how GeoPQL resolves any ambiguities arising
in graphical query representation. In Section 5
we showhow a pictorial query is resolved by the
implemented system. Finally, Section 6 gives
our conclusions.
2. Visual Representations and Query
Ambiguities
Visual languages often use icons and metaphors
to model spatial objects, express spatial rela-
tionships between objects and then formulate
queries. They offer an intuitive and incremen-
tal view of spatial queries, but often have little
expressive power, fairly ineffective query exe-
cution and may offer different interpretations of
the same query the ambiguity problem.
For example, suppose the user wants to formu-
late the following query: “Find all the regions
which are passed-through by a river and overlap
a forest”. In this query the user is not interested
in the relationship between the river and the
forest. However, when the user draws a shape
representing a region and another representing a
river, he cannot avoid representing a spatial re-
lationship between them, so any representation
considering a specific relationship between the
two features can be considered as valid. Dif-
ferent pictorial queries can thus represent the
previous query in natural language. In parti-
cular, in Figure 1-a the forest and the river are
“Disjointed”, in 1-b the river touches the forest
and in 1-c the river passes through the forest. It
is also possible to consider other visual queries
representing the same query. When a parser
processes the queries in Figure 1, it should con-
sider all constraints represented in the pictorial
representation. For this reason, the three rep-
resentations should be interpreted as three dif-
ferent queries, each having a different meaning
from that of the original in natural language.
Different approaches have been proposed to re-
move undesired constraints.
In one, the user can explicitly remove some
of the constraints between drawn icons or im-
pose an a priori restrictive interpretation using
the foregroundbackground concept. When he
draws a new icon, the parser considers the rela-
tionships between itself and other icons in the
foreground, and removes the relationships be-
tween itself and the others in the background.
The relationships considered thus depend on the
previously drawn features. The relationship be-
tween a newly drawn φi and a previous feature φj
is considered if φj is in Foreground state. It is not
considered if φj is in Background state. In this
manner, ambiguities are solved, however the
language introduces procedural steps not repre-
sented in the pictorial query and the interpreta-
tion of the query depends on both the pictorial
representation and the drawing process.
(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 1. Different pictorial queries.
The user checks the result translated into a text-
ual form. He can thus avoid the generation of
extraneous relationships. He can also impose
a priori restrictive interpretations, before query
processing and resolution.
Graphical representation of the query “Find all
the regions which are passed-through by a river
and overlap a forest” is shown in Figure 1-a,
where the shape Forest must be in the back-
ground when the shape River is drawn or, al-
ternatively, the shape River must be in the back-
ground when the shape Forest is drawn.
In another approach, such as Spatial-Query-by-
Sketch, the parser considers both the exact so-
lution of the query and other approximate so-
lutions obtained by removing or relaxing some
constraints. For example, a topological rela-
tionship between two icons can be removed by
also considering other nearest topological rela-
tionships as acceptable. This approach allows,
for example, to consider as an acceptable result
a pair of touching geographical objects, even if
they are disjoined in the pictorial representation.
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In Spatial-Query-by-Sketch, the query can be
represented by one of the pictures of Figure
1 considered as near to the desired result. In
fact, each query produces all results that can be
obtained by relaxing a limited number of con-
straints River disjoint Forest, in this example.
Obviously, each query produces a set of results
containing the one actually required, which can
be selected by the user. Other types of ambigu-
ities must be considered if a sketch represents
the pictorial query. In fact, using this kind of ap-
proach, it is also necessary to recognize the dif-
ferent components that form the drawing. Such
types of ambiguities are not discussed in this
paper.
3. The Geographical Pictorial Query
Language
The Geographical Pictorial Query Language
GeoPQL,  8 is an evolution of the Pictorial
Query Language PQL,  9 and resolves the
previous limitations, improving and simplify-
ing the human-computer interaction. It is pos-
sible to specify queries using symbolic graphi-
cal objects sgo that have the appearance of
three classic types of shapes: point, polyline
and polygon. The user can assign each sgo with
a semantic linked to the different kinds of in-
formation layer in the geographical database.
Specifically, constraints can be imposed on both
the attributes of the geographical data and their
topological position, and the query’s target in-
formation a specified layer or a set of layers
can be specified.
This makes it possible to formulate queries on
the geographical database simply by drawing
a spatial representation of symbolic graphical
objects, without knowing its complex syntax or
structure.
Paragraph 3.1 illustrates basic concepts of the
pictorial query language, and paragraph 3.2 pro-
poses the GeoPQL algebra.
3.1. Basic Concepts
An sgo is formally defined as a 4-tuple
ψ   id objclass Σ Λ 
where:
– id is the identifier of the sgo;
– objclass is the set possibly empty of the
classes iconized by ψ ;
– Σ property set represents the attributes to
which the user can assign a set of values;
this selection among the classes of objects
or their instances, is iconized by ψ ;
– Λ is the ordered set of pairs h v that de-
fines the object’s position with respect to a
reference point in the working area.
From a geometric point of view, an sgo is de-
fined by its border and its internal points.
Described below are semantics and properties
of different operators, using the following sym-
bolism:
ψ  sgo
ψ  geometric border of ψ , defined as:
– ifψ is a polygon, ψ is the set of its accumu-
lation points as defined in the set theory;
– if ψ is an open polyline ψ is formed by its
extreme points;
– if ψ is a point ψ is the empty set.
ψ o  ψ   ψ  geometrical interior of ψ .
Dimψ   0 if ψ contains at least one point but
not polylines and polygons
1 if ψ contains at least one polyline
but not polygons
2 ifψ contains at least one polygon.
The sgo and the null element together form the
elements of the alphabet A. This alphabet, to-
gether with the operators defined above, form
the reference model.
3.2. The GeoPQL Algebra




ality, Geo-distance, Geo-any and Geo-alias.
These operators, their semantics and the al-
phabet A, defined by the sgo <geo-point, geo-
polyline, geo-polygon, geo-null> where “geo-
null” defines the empty object, form the sys-
tem’s geographical model.
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Below is a brief formal description of the above
operators.
Geo-union definition (Uni): The Geo-union of
two sgo ψi and ψj is a new sgo defined as the
set of all points belonging to ψi andor to ψj.
Formally: Let ψi, ψj  A be two sgo. Then:
ψi Uniψj  ψh  fx : x  ψi  x  ψjg
and ψh  A
Geo-touching definition (Tch): two sgo ψi and
ψj Geo-touch if the points common to the two
ψ are all contained in the union of their bound-
aries. The result of this operation between ψi
and ψj is a new ψ called ψh and defined by the
set of points common to ψi and ψj.
Formally: Let ψi, ψj  A be two sgo. Then:
ψi Tchψj  ψh  fx : x  ψi  x  ψj
 x  ψi  ψjg and ψh  A
Geo-inclusion definition (Inc): A symbolic fea-
ture ψi Geo-includes another symbolic feature
ψj and we write ψi Incψj if all the points of
ψj are also points of ψi. The result is a sym-
bolic feature ψh that coincides with the second
operand ψj.
Formally: Let ψi, ψj  A be two sgo, and let
ψi  ψj  ψj  ψi  ψj  ψi. Then:
ψi Incψj  ψh  fx : x  ψj  x  ψig
and ψh  A
Geo-disjunction definition (Dsj): Two sgo ψi
and ψj are in Geo-disjunction formally ψi Dsj
ψj if the intersection of their borders AND the
intersection of their internal points are both null.
Formally: Let ψi, ψj  A be two sgo and let
ψi  ψj  	  ψ  i  ψ
 
j  	
 ψi  ψ  j  	  ψ
 
i  ψj  	
Then:
ψi Dsjψj  true
Geo-Pass-through definition (Pth): Let ψi be a
polyline and letψj be a polygon. Then, the oper-
ator Geo-pass-through is applicable if the poly-
line is partially inside the polygon formally
ψi Pthψj.
Formally: Let ψi, ψj  A be two sgo, where ψi
is a polyline and ψj is a polygon, and let






ψi Pthψj  ψh  fx : x  ψi  ψjg
and ψh  A
Geo-distance definition (Dst): Letψi, ψj  A be
two sgo of whatever type. Their Geo-distance
is valuable and 
 0 if their intersection is null.
The minimum distance Dst φ  min be-
tween them is a numeric value representing this
distance. This operator can be used to find all
the sgo with distance θ θ being one of the fol-
lowing symbols: ,  , , , 
,  from the
reference sgo. The distance δφ  value is given
by: δφ ψi ψjθ  ψh where
— ψh indicates a bi-oriented segment repre-
senting the distance operator betweenψi,ψj.
— φ is the qualifier which solves this ambigu-
ity.
— θ is a selection expression that includes con-
ventional operators ,  , , , etc. or
methods that behave like operators.
Geo-difference definition (Dif): Let ψi, ψj  A
be two sgo. The Geo-difference between two
symbolic objects ψi and ψj is defined as a new
sgo ψh which contains all the points which
belong to ψi but not to ψj.
Formally: Let ψi, ψj  A be two sgo. Then,
Dif:
ψi Difψj : ψh  fx : x  ψi  x  ψjg
and ψh  A
Geo-crossing definition (Crs): Let ψi, ψj  A
be two polylines, and let ψ  i  ψ  j  	. Then,
Crs:
ψi Crsψj : ψh  fx : x  ψ  i  ψ
 
j g
and ψh  A
Geo-overlapping Definition (Ovl): Let ψi, ψj 
A be two sgo of the same type. Between them
a non-null overlap exists if their intersection is
still non-null and has the same dimension as the
sgo.
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Formally: Letψi, ψj  A be two sgo of the same
type polyline or polygon and let dimψh 
dimψi  dimψj  ψh  ψi  ψh  ψj.
Then, Ovl:
ψi Ovlψj : ψh  fx : x  ψi  x  ψjg
and ψh  A
Geo-equality definition (Eql): Two symbolic
graphical objects ψi and ψj are topologically
equal if they are of the same type and have the
same shape.
Formally: Let ψi, ψj  A be two sgo of the type
and let ψi ψj  ψj ψi  ψj  ψi. Then:
ψi Eqlψj : ψh  fx : x  ψi  x  ψjg
and ψh  A
Geo-any definition (Any): Let ψi, ψj  A be
two sgo. Any admissible relationship between
them is valid if the Geo-any operator is applied
between them.
Formally: Let ψi, ψj  A be two sgo and let
φ   be an admissible operator between ψi
and ψj and  be the set of all admissible opera-
tors between ψi and ψj. Then:
ψj Any  ψi if ψi φ ψj  true
φ  
The operator must be explicitly specified by the
user, using the appropriate symbol.
Geo-alias Definition (Als): Let ψi be an sgo.
ψj is an alias of ψi if it is the same sgo with a
different shape.
The Geo-distance, the Geo-any and the Geo-
alias operators must be explicitly specified by
the user, using the appropriate symbol:  for
the Distance operator and“relation name”
for the Geo-any and the Geo-alias operators,
where “relation name” is Any or Als.
4. Resolution of Ambiguities
In a pictorial query representation, as shown in
Figure 1, it is impossible not to explicitly rep-
resent at least one relationship between a pair
of sgo, independently of whether a constraint
must be represented in the query or not. For this
reason, to obtain an unambiguous visual query
language, it must be possible to eliminate such
constraints from the query’s pictorial represen-
tation. This is permitted by Geo-any. If such a
relationship is defined between a pair of sgo, it
means that no constraint exists between them.
For example, consider once more the query:
“Find all the regions which are passed-through
by a river and overlap a forest”, where the user
has no interest in the relationship between river
and forest. Geo-any resolves some ambiguities
relating to query formulation through different
representations see Figure 1, each having dif-
ferent constraints between forest and river.
Each query in Figure 1 can also be interpreted
in different ways. The correct interpretation of
Figure 1-a is “Find all the regions which are
passed-through by a river and overlap a forest
and in which the river is disjoined from the for-
est”. The correct interpretation of Figure 1-b is
“Find all the regions which are passed-through
by a river and overlap a forest and in which the
river touches the forest”,while Figure 1-c is cor-
rectly interpreted as “Find all the regions which
are passed-through by a river and overlap a for-
est and in which the river passes-through the
forest”. By introducing the Geo-any operator,
the query is correctly drawn as shown in Fig-
ure 2, and all relationships are correct, whether
the river passes through the forest, is adjacent
to the forest, or is disjoined from the forest.
Note that the definition of the operator Geo-any
also enables visually complicated queries to be
avoided.
Fig. 2. The Geo-any operator.
Consider the formulation of queries with more
than three objects six, seven, etc.. The user
considers what he basically requires, but does
not consider all the any relationships existing
between pairs in which he has no interest i.e.,
any relationship is good. In fact, to represent
all such relationships, the user would have to
draw them all, resulting in an unmanageable si-
tuation. The Geo-any operator allows the query
to be interpreted exactly in line with what the
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user wishes to obtain as an answer. However,
it is not always true that only one relationship
exists between a pair of objects or that all of
them are true. In many cases it must be possible
to express one OR another given set of relation-
ships. For this reason the Geo-alias operator
is proposed. This allows a query to be imple-
mented with the OR operator in practice, the
Geo-alias duplicates an sgo in order to draw a
query in which it is used in the two alternative
parts. Geo-alias also resolves some ambigui-
ties which may arise in interpreting the query’s
pictorial configuration. For example, Figure 1-b
shows the pictorial representation of the query
“Find the regions which are passed-through by
a river OR which include a lake”. Without the
G-alias operator, the query is ambiguous and
may give rise to different interpretations.
Fig. 3. The Geo-alias operator.
Another problem in query interpretation derives
from the possible need to consider the sym-
bolic graphical objects obtained by applying
operators to pairs of sgo and their mutual con-
straints, and then applying operators to the ob-
tained sgo. The user does notwantmost of these
constraints. For this reason, the only ones con-
sidered by the system are those derived from the
drawing. Nevertheless, it is possible to trans-
form a virtual sgo, obtained from the applica-
tion of an operator to a pair of sgo, to an sgo
directly drawn by the user and then to evalu-
ate its constraints during query elaboration. In
this manner, GeoPQL is able to manage and re-
solve the different situations shown in Figure
4. By calling the virtual symbolic object result-
ing from the operation “Region OVL Forest”
X, it is possible to distinguish between the two
situations: River Dsj X and River Pth X.
Fig. 4. Different constraints example.
Fig. 5. A query example.
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5. Pictorial Queries by GeoPQL
The implemented system interfaces with the
ESRI GIS ArcViewr and uses the same tech-
nology ArcObjects. The layers stored in
ArcMap, ArcView’s database , are managed by
GeoPQL using a symbolic association with the
sgo, with which the user can define constraints
on both the attributes of the geographical data
and their spatial position.
The user formulates the query by drawing dif-
ferent symbolic graphical objects, assigning to
each its semantic meaning and selecting the
query target by clicking on the object or part of
it, or combinations of parts of objects. Before
the target is defined by the user, the system
writes all valid relationships between all pos-
sible pairs of previously drawn symbolic ob-
jects in a suitable window. When the target
is defined, the system resolves any ambiguities
which might arise in the interpretation. Figure 5
shows the pictorial representation of the query:
<Find all “Region 2” which are passed-through
by the free-way “Strade 1” AND are Disjoined
from “Region 1”>.
6. Conclusion
This paper presents the Pictorial Geographical
Query Language GeoPQL, which enables easy
query formulation. The main results obtained in
GeoPQL are: a high expressive power in fact, a
user composes his query pictorially and thus ex-
presses all topological relations among the geo-
graphic objects involved; the solution of ambi-
guities inherent to the spatial representation of
a geographical query in fact, it is possible to
remove or modify some undesired constraints,
using the operators introduced in GeoPQL and
an exact match between the query and obtained
results in fact, the results obtained are only
those satisfying the constraints, with irrelevant
constraints removed from the picture directly by
the user.
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